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Rape Victim Sues GWFor 87Million
The victim of the third rape to the SJIit, Vice-President and awareness of the potential dan- . replied, "No, I wouldn't put it Operations supervisor at P~M.I.,
which occurred in the University· Treasurer Charles Diehl replied "gers.· that way. We, were certainly said that in his 15 years in that
Parking Garage last spring has ,that he would have "no com- The University Parking Ga-. aware this thing had occurred position, "We've never had a
filed suit against G.W. in federal ment to make sincethe matter "rage wasfust opened for again, that it was gonna occu(a rape claim in the entire time I've
District Court in D.C. for was under litigation," but that business in late 1972 and serves third time. We had no particular been,here., No one has been
damages totaling seven million he did' have, some,' personal' as a parking ,facility for em- reason to believe it was going to raped in P.M.I.' parking lots or if
dollars (57,000,000). ' observationsaboufthe suit ployees, visitors and students." occur the following S~turday or, it has happened, it has not been
'In her suit, jbe vi¢m alleges .whieh he refused to discuss.' Until November of 1975 it had anything like that." , reported to P.M.I." '
"That George Washington Uni-. .Vice- President 'for Adminis- been the-scene of the usual type Other area parking lot own- In view of the fact that other
versity's failure' to warn the' .tration and, Research, Carl J. and' Dumber of crimes" which ers have' stated. that ~apes ~ad major' commercial parking facil-
plaintiff of the danger of' assault Lange, also. had no' comment r' could be expected to occur in nev.e~.occurred m their parking ities had never experienced a
and rape within. its parking - except to say that perhaps after . 'any large commercial garage. facilities, . rape, didn't the University begin
garage and its failure to make or it's over "We can talk about it." 'In that month' the first rape M~. Ge~howitz of Monument to have second thoughts about
totakereasomible steps to make ' occurred. Security was increased r .Parkmg said that perhaps G.W. the adequacy of its improved
its garage safe for use by her, . Harry Geiglein, Director of and according to' Mr. Geiglein had trouble because G.W.'s, security measures, especially.af-
respectively and together eonsti- Security ,and Safety for the the additional steps were felt to ~arag~ is .o~~ and self-par~g. ter the second rape had taken
tuted negligence as well· as' University dId Say, however,that be, adequate since. they worked You re tnvrting problems WIth place? Mr. Gelg1ein restated
reckless and wanton disregard, he felt that the UniverSity did for 'three months; , an open garage like that." He that "No, we felt the degree of
amounting to gross' negligence i have a special duty to protect its " On February 7th of this year a , ~ought that ,perh~ps one solo- attention was adequate, We
as well as reckless and wanton employees. He noted that when -second rape occurred. When tton wo~ld be to have. a were aware of the potential of a
disregard, amounting to gross the garage was constructed some asked if he didn't feel that the commercial operator managing 'problem area but still believing /
negligence, ofitsduty of care to of the features, such as audio- University's security system for the l~ts who would have better, our attention was adequate."
plaintiff." .' surveillance and the panic but- . the garage had a flaw in it after secunty.
When asked for his reaction tons, were put in with,8.J:!'the second rape, Mr. Geiglein Lou Wacaster, Claims and
This Issue IsDedlc~ted To The Memory OfCompanero
Orlando Letclter and Compancra Ronnie Moffitt
(see RAPE, p. 11)
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Over.UniversityOil Proj ee.t
The G.W. sponsored Energy
Policy Research Project, run by
Economics Professor William A.
Johnson, which has received
5130,000 from the Government's
National Science Foundation
(NSF) for a study critical of
federal regulation and proposals
for divestiture of the oil industry,
has also received $125,000 from'
oil industry sources in support of
. the study.
• The money has come from two
. independent oil marketing,
groups. The Independent Oil
Marketers Conference' has con"
_tributed 585,000, and the South-
ern Caucus contributed another
540,000.
This dual funding has prompt-
ed a G.A.O. investigation of the
NSF, called for by 'Senator
Kennedy, head of the Senate
subcommittee that oversees the
NSF. , ' Bayhhas stated that the dual ,
Both Senators Kennedy and • funding reveals "an -elaborate
Bayh have criticized. the Project: web of cooperation between
for its funding. Both Senators supposedly independent· re- ,
support federal regulation and searchers;" the oil industry,and
divestiture of the oil industry. the' Ford Administration. .
Kennedy has been critical of Bayh has questioned. the
what he considers lack of proper . independence rof the report
review by the NSF of the grant. . because of the oil industry
He has stated that the NSF funding. He has therefore been
"made no effort to determine critical ofthe way the project's
the source (If that outside findings have been used by the
PuebloUnido]amas '
'4>' '. 'Sera Vencido
funding-some' 5125,000 'and
did not learn until one month,
ago, follOwing inquiries from the
subcommittee" that this support,
came from elements of the oil
industry which holds clear and
well-defmed positions on divesti-
_ture and other subjects of Dr.
Johnson's inquiries." .
by Cather:me TInker ,
yve arrived at Sheridan Circle as the funeral procession began:' the
.... open hearse with two flower-covered caskets followed by one
limousine for the family, with wave after wave of dignitari~ dressed
in mourning, walking six abreast, arm in arm. The flood of people
oil industry. Mobil Oil Corp. has . continued; tightly packed for blocks, every age and class a;nd color ..
We saw some friends in the line, and though we took our place at the
heavily touted the project's' end of the march: We ended up somewhere in the 'middle of the
findings in its ads, and bas procession. Blue jeans and business sultsmixed and voices joined in
offered to provide free copies of chanting "Chile SI, Joanto NO." .
the project's monograph, Com- . As we passed Sheridan Circle, we silently raised clenched fists and
,petition In the on Industry, to placed flowers on the spot where the bomb had exploded taking the
the public. ' lives of Letelier and Moffitt. A new ,cry began-someone shouted
Bayh also claims that Dr., "Companero .Orlando Letelier"" and the crowd ,demanded
Johnson's studies and his other "Presente." "Companera RorinieMoffitt"--:"Presentel': This,
activities amount to polit,ical' command means "Prodoce him or her," an attempt to reclaim the
lobbying. Since G.W. isa tax spirit of these p~sons and a refusal to let them be taken away by
exempt organization, the, oil death without any explanation. The cry "Presente" swelled along the
marketing groups have been two-mile route, gathering our rage .and Sadness and 'hurling it up
able to deduct their contribu~ into 'the'leaden sky.- . ' ,
tions to the Project. Bayh alleged We marched past the Institute fot Policy Studies, 'where both
this _ may be a violation of .persons had worked, around- Dupont Circle, down Massachusetts
prohibitions on lobbying by tax Avenue, and across Connecticut Avenue to ,St. Matthew's Cathedral
exempt groups, and he warned on Rhode Island Avenue. As we rounded each comer, we could see
GW: "I would suggest that other marchers strung out blockS ahead and behind us, nearly
George Washington University '10,000 in all. The entire procession lasted an hour and a half. The
be very careful about 'continued '.funeral was open only to those with tickets, invited guests of the·
association with this kind' of families or of I.P.S. The rest of us listened to the service outdoors,
relationship." , ' just as a light rain began to fall.· - . '
On the other hand, .both Dr. .. "Joan Baez sang songs by Victor Jara, the Chilean folksinger whose
Johns~n and NSF partisans and support of Allende ended in his torture and'murder during the coup.
, staffers have ac~u~ Kennedy George McGovern called for a full investigation of the assassination
"~nd Bayh of trymg. to put of Letelier and demanded an' end to U.S~ support, for fascism in
Improper pressure on the NSF. Ch;1 ...., , ' ,
'I1?~y have, been particularly ~~~hael Moffitt, the husband of Ronnie, survived the. blast but
cntlcal of Anne ~trauss, a confessed he did not know how he would be able to 800 on without
m~ber d~f Kennedy ~ f.a~. th her. In a moving speech which brought many of us to tears, Michael
ccor mg to an artie e m e read a love poem by Pablo Neruda, the great Chilean poet wh9 ll1so
S~ptember 10th Science .maga- perished in the junta's jails following th~ coup: "Stand up my
zme, ane NSF staffer, James L. ·love.... Jet us struggle side by side against oppression, not run off
(seeFUNDiNG, p. 3) (see'VENCEREMOS, p. 9)
\.
WlWam A. Johnson
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Lisa Berke Discusses Problems of-Deaf
Lisa explained to me that'
Mike was translating word for
word into signs, using "a sign for
each word you are saying.'
Sign language isn't limited to "I was always the only deaf
translating English, Wit!} A- person in my 12 years Of public
meriean Sign language, or A- school. Learning how to com-
meslan, signs represent concepts municate was basically really left
. th up to me." -m e same direct way that
words represent concepts. In- After high school Lisa went to
stead, of relying on English; Gallaudet College. '
Ameslan is', an' independent "I de~ded I n~ded a break; I
language of signs. was tired of the hearing world'
Lisa explained. that Ameslan and all that. So I decided to go
can create reading problems for to Gallaudet, for the social life,
some deaf, people since people to 'make more friends. 'I felt I
brought up on Ameslan 'must could develop myself as a person
learn English .before they can more at Gallaudet than at a. "The one exception, maybe, is paper, but that's very limited
read. 'hearing college." a lawver in Chicago by the name and it frustrates the deaf person
"The theory right now is to Alth h L' li d t G W .. Joug isa app ie 0 • .: of Lowell Myers, He's not deaf, . more, because a deaf person is
consider English as, a' foreign and NYU law schools G W was' , .• he's hard of hearing. And he has' not sure if the la~er, under-language whereas sign language her first choice he i lki b
is a native language, a natural . helped some deaf people ip. stan~ what e IS ta mg a ~out.
. language. Because of that there "I have a lot of friends in Chicago.' Many deaf people are afraid to
is trouble in picking up straight' Washington, and because ofthe .go to- a iawyer because they're
...~ National Center for Law and the "For example, Idon't know if not sure' if a lawyer "illEnglish. It's almost the same iii>
h h Deaf at Gallaudet there was the you've read the book D.ummy.' understand them.trying to learn Spanis ,'Frenc .
or Russian; if you're brought up possibility of working in the deaf That' book concerned a deaf "Number Two: The, law in
I, h ' . t community when I got' into mute who was accused of mur- general -has always been use,dspeaking Eng 18 you re gomg 0
, have. a hard time learning clinical work. The opportunity dering a prostitute and Lowell against deaf people: : For ex- ,
Russian." would be much more open to me, Myers defended him. That was ample; any time a deaf person is
here-at New York University the, first time we really got any arrested, for any reason whatso-
Deafness sometimes creates ' they' know nothing .about deaf- national recognition of the probe ever, the first thing a judge will
learning problems due. to a deaf ness, the law school knows .lem of the deaf. But basically I do .isto send him to a mental
person's inability to absorb nothing about deafness. B1;lt . that's the only name.I can think .hospital, That happens in prob-
speech: "What happens is we here you have this program, so of, and that's why we need more ably all deaf.cases. The minute
lose two to three years of the opportunities are better-... people,". '. the judge finds out you're deaf
language development and in Lisa definitely wants to prae- off you go into a mental hospital.
most cases its very difficult for tice in the deaf community, Deaf people also have special And you can't communicate or
us to catch up." , ~,"The deaf community doesn't legal .problems: . maybe even understand the
. Fortunately, Usa did not have . , h ' . t 'have any lawyers ot their own, "Number one: Communica- c arges agams you.
this problem. Born and raised in hardly'. Tfiereare about 10 to 15 tingwith a lawyer. A 'lawyer does "Oth~r legalproblems would
New York City(QuCEC~Flush. . h .
ing) by deaf parents, "I naturally hearing impaired lawyers m t e not understand the concept of involve job discrimination and
fr country. But we have no idea deafness.vknows nothing about tax 'problems. Because our in-picked up sign language om h .
them. 1absorbed sign language who they are or where t eyare or deafness, and this person here is comes are generally lower.than a
the way hearing people absorb if they really are helping the deaf trying to talk to him. They can't hearing person, we take the
community in their state or not. communicate. They write on brunt of a large tax burden.sound." • "
Lisa Berke, a first year law
student at G.W., is one of the
few, perhaps the only, deaf law
student in the country.
I 'talked, to .Lisa for The
Advocate; last week; While Lisa
can speak 'for herself, my
questions were translated 'into
sign language fqr her by Mike
Hartman, who also translates for
Lisa in class.
Except for speech lessons, '
Lisa did not have any special'
education; but went to what she
calls a "hearing school", a'
school for "hearing people."
"I 'went to hearing school
where I was exposed to practical, •
. everyday use of English. My'
mother influenced me in the use
of English, because she has very,
good English in spite of being
deaf. Being deaf doesn't auto-
matically mean that you won't
have good English-it depends
on the individual.
Deaf law studeJit- Lisa J. Berke ,watches translator Mike'Hartman. (photo by Andrew
Lapayowker)
Which is unfair in some cases.
Blind people are given a second
exemption.
"Deaf people 'can do useful
·work, but they often are denied
· the opportunity, "They're not
capable because 'they're deaf-
that's the misconception of
·many hearing people.",
Public service law for the deaf
may help, but public lobbying· ~,
for the .deaf is practically ..
nonexistant.
"The trouble with the deaf
community is that they have' no
idea of how to, go about setting
· up such a lobby, Because for all
practical : purposes they never
have had any political training.
We know nothing about the law
or how to use the law to our
advantage .
"There has been little done in
public lobbying because of this
lack of organization. But hope-
fully we can change that. The
National Center for Law and the
Deaf is a start, but we need
more,"
:E,CCOrd~rsCaptioning
A group beaded by GW Law' Professo; John F. Banzhaf was
instrumental in getting the Federal Communications Commission to
require TV stations to visually caption emergency messages. The
National Center for Law and the Deaf, Banzhaf's group, was one of
several' organizations to petition the FCC' last year to adopt the
new rules.' .
Beginning February 1,1977, all TV stations will be required to
transmit emergencynews and weather messages auraUyand visually.
The FCC said the stations may use any method of visual
presentation which conveys the essential. information. In 1970, the
FCC asked TV stations to voluntarily adopt these procedures, but
according to the. deaf organizations, only about 30% of the
broadcasters complied. .>
Still pending before the FCC is a proposal to reserve part of the
television signal for captioning of all TV programs. Under this
system, deaf people would be able to use special converters to decode
the captions; the regular TV picture would not be affected.
A simulated emergency message demon- programming. (photo by Andrew Lapa-
strated by WRC-TV. The message "craw.... yowker)
along the bottom of the screen durlngregu1ar
\~ ,l.. .'.{, '~I!,.!~'4't' .'. \..1 • "",-..i~,~ ,,· :.t!J.i'-i. t;; !l.'J ~.",,, ~'l! L' !..-"7 it .., '"J! ::'.>:::< ,'. "_.'.;.':'.;", .-.. " ". . . ".:. /; :<;: '"';'\_>: ;:.;; : .':::.:," ..;:::: ..;, :::'.: .; ".; .:.:: <_:. ,': c·:'' -.;.':;:;:;~:-;.::;.~::::. : ";.< .• ' .::.;.':/ .•,
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Ford
-
-Car'tcr Clash
~ by Lloyd Elston ,,',_ '. " from 5750.00to 51,000.00He proposed tax incentives to private industry as the surest
As regular consumers of media events,we had been appropriately hyped for what means to stimulate the economy. Carter, in c611~ast, called that tax system "a
wou~dpresumably be a revealing and significant encounter between the incumbent national disgrace" charging that "The whole' philosophy of the Republican party,
Presldetl:tand his challenger. As recipients of the instant-replay and analysis deluge, including my opponent has been to pile taxes on low-income people and decrease
we were then told by the pollsters that most of us had not been swayed one way or them on corporations.'" It is open to question which , in terms of macro-economic
another by the debates, that the one-third undecided remained that way, that neither policy, more effectivelystimulates the economy. But an attitudinal or policydifference
man-had metaphorically or literally tipped over 'his water-pitcher. going beyond economics was what Carter sought to establlshby charging that "Mr..
. - Ford takes the same attitude that the Republicans always' take. In the last three
.. Perhaps in this post-Nixon era in which majoriexpenditures in an;poliiical months before an election they always are for the programs that they fight the other
camp~ign are devoted,to selling an image ora candidate, we were wrong to expect 3lh years. {remember when Herbert Hooverwas against jobs for people. I remember
anythmg other than two rigidly nervous andover-coached candidateswho resembled when Alf'Landon was against Social Security."
nothing so much as lay; students arguing their first case. ,
What we.heard was the. impure theatre of politics in which complex issues of Of interest to many was Ford's justification of his pardon to President Nixon. Ford
do~e~tic and economic policywere discussed in a symbolic language of promises and evoked the political climate at the time he took office.. If was, he said, a time of
statistics. Both Ford and Carter invoked the deceptive concept of a balanced budget' national crisis, due to loss of faith in government. He stated that in light of the
as a wholly necessary American goal, and both played the mudslinging game with necessity for unity that he spend 100%of his time on issues 'other.than Watergate and
Ford playing "Blame Congress" and Carter blasting the Republican administration in light 'ofhis view'that Nixon had been penalized enough by being forced to resign, he
for the country's economic woes. granted the pardon. Carter, in attacking Ford for this action and the denial of an
Carter, in the challenger stance, attacked Ford's leadership, his administration, unconditional pardon to Vietnam draft evaders, argued that whereas white-collar
~d Republican policies. He implied that the Republicans had created a bureaucratic criminals frequently go unpunished, the poor bear the brunt of an unequal criminal
mess in government, one which he could remedy (a disingenuous claim at best). Ford , justice system.' •
rebutted by attacking the DemoeraticCongress as big-spenders whose programs-
would lead to a higher deficit, higher taxes and more inflation. His promise to keep.
the lid on spending was as unrealistic as Carter's promise to re-mold-the bureaucracy.
Mr. Ford is certainly aware that federal expenditures, much like wf1lfarebenefits.jare
inelastic. ,_""
,•...
.F1;lndirig S.cand~l?
. . - '.
Thursday, October 14
8:0eJ pm
"c" Building,
Room 101 .
"
fro, FUNDING ' 1 that would work against itsm ,p~
, , I interests.
Plummer,program manager for Johnson has also been critical
the grants, has accused Ms. 'of a group called Energy Action
Strauss of intimidation, in- Committee, which supports di-
eluding the threat that "you'd vestiture, He has alleged that
better hope that you personally this group is responsible for
are.on the record' somewhere as much of the pressure directed
}>eingagainst all these grants." against his project. He pointed
Plummer characterized this out that this group .;receives
statement' as "completely un- , support from, oil interests that
ethical and probably illegal. It would profit from. divestiture.
was a clear attempt to intimidate The group is partially funded by
his decisions regarding the five gasoline retailers', assoeia-
allocation of public funds ..~ tions.
blacklisting tactics are no less Johnson has also pointed out
objectionable when - they are' that. NSF has funded two other
praeticedby the left than when studies that were favorable to
they are practiced by the right." - divestiture. He-" claims both
Johnson has claimed that-due studies received support from
to pressure by Kennedy his sources interestedin divestiture.
project has lost almost all its;' He also claims that-dual
support and will probably fold funding of / this 'sort is not
by January. ,,' uncommon and that Kennedy's'
Johnson has defended the investigation is aimed at him'
sources of his support, saying because his conclusions differ
they were groups of small from .Kennedy'sr. "This entire
incident may' act as a signal to _
NSF decision makers that only
academic research sponsored by
the NSF resulting in conclusions
that are acceptable to the
Chairman of the Senate Sub-
> committee on the National
Science ":Foundation will be
tolerated." .;
A recent '.,article by Jack
Anderson (brought .to the atten-
tion of The Advocate by Profes-
sor Banzhaf) spotlighted this
incident. and stated that the oil
(seeFUNDING, po 12)
,
DANIEL ELLSBERG
.'.~ -»; ~ ,
.r. ~.
"
----------------
M.()ON-.
",.-,
..-
Fear and Loa.t.hfnga t
Washington Monument
, ,
by Paul CuUlnane; " ", event, ~hich was anticipated to
Saturday, .the eighteenth of _be~i~at seven-thirty. Buses kept '
September, and, at long last, arnvmg t~ro~ghout. the Rerf.0r~
. after weeks of 'anticipation and mances bringing vanous smgmg
an unprecedented media -bom-' and dancing, troupes. wh~ are
bardment, at long last it was part of Moon s travelllI~g Clr~US,
time to "meet them at the monu- ~ut by no stretch of the 1mag1!la- ,
ment," And meet them we did, -tion we~e there more than thirty
, 'thousand people on hand.at any
Present were an unlikely as- part of the rally. -
sortment of inner-city blacks"
glassy-eyed middle class white "
kids, ~nown. 'generically', ,.'as
Moonies, and college-age hang-
ers-on. ,"
Actually, almost everyone we
talked to at Rev. Moon's little
birthday party for the good old
USA was just there to check it
out. Only the hardcore Moonies,
such as the, girl from Oregon
who told this reporter he had to
feel with his heart and not his
head .were there with any idea as
, to what was really going on.
Most ofthe inner-city blacks
at -the "God Bless America"
'rally had been bused in' from
points as faraway as Pittsburgh
and New York for as little as $5
ahead. Rev: Moon's unfailing
organization had also thought-
fully provided free chicken din-
ners for the famished upon their
arrival at the rally.
The afternoon's festivities'
were a mere prelude to the main
THE RESUME PLAOEPREPAFlES
THE BEST LOOKING. MOST
SUCCESSFUL' LAW STUDENT
RESUMES IN THE COllNTRY.
.
TRUE.
We are experts. • • and 1/\/ecan
help you organize, write,edit,
create . • . after Which we will
design a format: choose different
typestyles ~,and' then print (with
or without a photo) your resumes
on high quality J]liP;r.
We also' mass produce cover,
Itltters - excellent quality, great
price. '
. :e::~,-..
, P.s., No more Saturday hours.
11 • 4 Mon· Fri ...
1740 NSt .. N.W. . third .floor
(202) 293·5353
Actually, though, some of the ,
entertainment was not all that"
bad and it certainly helped to
keep the crowd a lot calmer .than
at simi/at' events, . such as the'
ill-fated Human Kindness Day
in "the Spring of 1975. The fact
that most of the people on the
Mall were either from out-of-
town ,or else religious fanatics
,(Moon variety or otherwise)
might have contributed to the-
general calm.
Rl'v. Sun Myung MOODand his ~lator CoL
, '~1
'\.
'~
Do -W Pak durln& • speech. (Unl8catlon
- Church photo)
of world domination by failing to little during jhe course' 'of his' Second Coming. It's indicative
heed God's word. ~ talk to dispell the notion that 'of this disproportionate ~mou?t
Now it was the USA's turn to ,-he's::.a mere shill for the Chung- 'of attention that the media pa~
fight Satan,' represented ,--of ..Hee-Park dictatorship. He char- to Moon that the ~ll text of his
In any event, Moon's speech course, by World Communism, acterized the US and Korea as speech appeared In the next
was anti-climactic and broke up and if we failed to resist their "brothers," leaving little 'doubt morning's "POst."
a nice progression from the en- atheistic challenge, 'well, then thatthere was one commlttment _
tertainment to theflreworks. Be=-y~ll can guess the consequences. ,~ve,~eas we'd better keep or the;. " Merc!fully.Moon, stopped af·
sides speaking in Korean, which "Rise up America," thundered '-,AlmightY would never forgive uf:· "ter having 'gIVen 'the shortest
WpS uninteUible to all but a Moon, through his translator, . This-little admixture of poli-' speech of his career." Then the
select few of his followers, his and the crowd was even more tics andreligion was lost.on the fireworks came on. And they
speech, upon translation, made . restless and inattentive than at crowd who .weren't really listen- were good. .Very.Ioud and very
even less sense. Moon sketched the start of his speech. . ing anyway. But amazingly the colorful. But the entire affair left
an elaborate "conspiracy" the- Not surprisingly the place media was ,eating it all up and - a bad taste in my mouth and
'ory of history inwhich the Jews, where America is most immi- dutifully recording everything haunted me' with visions of
the Catholic Church and the nently challenged, in Moon's that transpired almost like, par- burned out kids with eyes up-
British had all blown it in terms mind, is Korea. And he did very don the expression.ut was the turned to the new messiah.
'~
....~.. ~-.,.'"
l\((ooningof.America
by Paul Restucela Moon's speech was ov,er had chanting-i-to have cloaked th"e left. their barren farms and
September 18 was the day' crescendoed into an Anti-Com- '''religion''.in the unintelligible, docked at Ellis Island. just as
Moon miscalculated at the Mon- munist Symphony, "with God t k't ' k d A' 0 eep 1 s secrets IOC e among ·fresh with the promise of mer-
ument. While" hiS organization - playing second violin~ a sacred caste would have been ,ica. '
had recruited thousands of East "Tonight is the night.wh~re more acceptable.. ' ...;,..- _, And as with th6 "newland-
Coast inner-city dwellers, no one' surely East m"eets West," a' B t th t" ld'd fi M ' h~-:,',u "_awou e eat oon.ers", Moon does not forget t e
was biting anything but the free Moon spokesman intoned. '"For the name of his game i$"old country-his national pride.,
Southern-fried chicken. "Shoot a.1.1them. w....hi,te. and It' II ed . .. . money. IS co~ct on' Flfth __the customs and traditions of hiSThat's not to say there wasn't Chinese in this movement" a A dvenue an ori' Main St,'· 1.'n . ancestors-o, nly his' mores are.a feeling ·of unity in the ,crowd, native exclaimed. . . Kkk I Th. . k' d ." eo uc ,owa. ousands ful· not .those of the. close-knit pea·.WhO:P1CfilC e . amIdst groups~ No one could deny that the- fill h'. . 1 t e1r' ministry .by rolling sant family, but of that isolatedof Moonies carrying the flags of organization wasparticttlarly t
all nations. There was a carnival ' voido£. blacks and '.,Spa,nish- lacross coun ry .to convert ~he family that believes it is ruling in
onely, ~thoe afrald. They' bnng the interests of the Koreanatmosphere-after all it was a spea,king people. . - th t I .
. h' h '11b b' a e uS1ve,.emo.tt.on called ,love '".e0'P''e.medIa event w 1C Wl e' su - '. ".If you go,.,in,,.t<,>the ghetto to b t th y I''_ u e ,prIce IS' capitulation.
ject to endless recapitulation. So InVIte people to a festival, 'you There are many who will surren-
they came and sat and half-lis7 could be killed, a member said."· der their'intellectfora frlend-" ',"
. tened. . . - - But they could see I had love in I DRIVE
The dissidents were there too,. my heart-you get vibrations and who will not question to in ,FYOU CAN
amiddle-agedmaninapoloshirt from people." . or~erkeep themselves free from ' . AW
h 'h' d h' . gudt." . ,wit IS aug tercarrymg a -, Whilethe_Moonies' seem to Th -' .' ,
"B f F I Pr fi '. .e Moo.ni.es Iik.eto say that YOU COULD ra'.eposter eware 0 a se 0 t come on as fundamentalists . ~.Ii
$"; two black women circulating Moon himself _sounds like ~ man IS ~nhmlted, which is what ,
fundamentalist rejoinders. Some ,newly ordained. Christian Mini- M?on h1m~elf must be thinking YOUR FRIEND 5
were even out of it-a man, ster. The only mystery about him -In A~ertca there iS,no limit on LIFE
- I' f H . . how much a man of no conse. •holding a col ection 0 a1han is hi~ Korean tongue---'-it was
stamps and currency entitled aesthetically abusrd that the quence can accumulate., '
"Haiti's ,Contributions to the beautiful rhythmic intonatioJis "He l~ft the safety of his home
Free World." ,of the Korean Language trans- and famtly to bring the message
The festiviti,es began on a note lated into such banality. There is to. Ame~ica." his spokesman
f .. h' h h th t' thO . I'·· saId, brmging to,' mind those() J'j,tt;\~~sPA'9".W..~t'1•.• ~lJRP~",; some .m?magt~a. In Moon's thousands of immigrants who
For r;~information, writ~ to:f!......
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345 " l
R~k.ill~. Maryland 20852 ~ ;
, \~ ..
JIlI1Ug!l
The ADVOCATE-::S .
andMA.RS
Not so many years ago -the
• space program was the 'golden
?oy'.of the federal budget and it
inspired the spirit of the Ameri.:
can people. The Apollo program .
had glamour. beauty, and a hint
of danger. It developed into
what some people felt was a
make-work project thai cost $20
billion dollars and.pnly· benefit-
ed a highly educated middleclass
elite of specialists. Of' late it has
become fashionable to attack ali
. scientific research ot the
grounds that it is of no practical
use and a waste of money.that
could be better spent, on' social
programs (or more and better
. weapons depending on your
ideological prejudice). Admit-
, tedly, the expenditure of billions
, of dollars for the' dubious dis-
tinction of having an American
take the first footsteps on the
'.
moon is not only a waste but spacecraft is now checking to see
obscene. The post-Apollo space if life developed in this much less
program has floundered because hospitable environment.
of this absurdity and because Even this effort has been
there was noscientific continuity called a luxury that will not
between Apollo and the rest of improve the lot of man. It can be
the programs. aruged that literature, art, and
In contrast; the purpose of.the music are riot utilitarian and do
Viking mission is fundamental not feed the hungry nor clothe
and basic science, uncorrupted the ragged. Great works of art
by public relations. What it are usually bought by the rich
boiled down to is testing the' and viewed by the middleclass.
,results of a 'laboratory experi- The need to know is as much a
ment of interplanetary dimen- part of the creative soul of
sions; The Earth is like' a test .. .humanity as any of the arts and
tube that has been shown to COB- .. needs no more practical justifi-
tain an abundance of life 'under cation than the-arts.
certain conditions. Mars is. the Arguments about spinoffs and
comparison ~ample that "was applications proceed from a de-
developedunder different condi- fensive position and alone, they
tions (temperature: +80 to -200 are insufficient to rationalize
F; much 'stronger" ultraviolet . new programs. If manned space
radiation; a thinner atmo~phere stations and colonies are event-
'and less water). The. ,Vi~g ually built, it will be because
E,VERY.'AVAILABLE ·AIO
' . ~ . .
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. imaginative and forthright polit- 'the mini-biological labora-
ical.Ieaders accept the challenge tory on board. the spacecraft is
. 'to bravely go where no man has scrutinizing the soil samples for
'gone before' and' not because of indications of these two pro-.
the cost effectiveness analysis. cesses. Carbon.dioxide and nut-
One of the intrinsic elements of rients are fed to the samples. If
intelligent life is curiosity and photosynthesis is taking place
any complex organism of society the wastes, ;oxygen, should in-
without that curiosity is doomed crease.
to extinction. One need not get Another experiment feeds
into sophisticated technical des- radioactive (labelled) carbon 14
criptions to understand how the to the soll and after enough time
Viking is searching for life. Two has elapsed to digest it, the soil
universal characteristics of all is' virtually vaporized and .the
living things are that they con- vapor is .analyzed to see' if it
surne and produce wastes. The contians carbon'l4.1,;his experi-
more complex the organism is, ment had an. initial positive-
in general, the more it 'Pollutes' response that levelled off also.
its surroundings, Presumably, if Another experiment examined a
the being has intelligence and an bit of raw soil to' see if it
instinct for survival it arrests this contained any carbon 'and the
process short of choking itself to more complex organic corn-
death (this has yet to be conclus- pounds. This experiment found
ively proven on Earth). no complex compounds ~n its
-:
first test. Because the problem is to one where life is' a rare
.extremely complicated, the ex- and remote occurence. A civil-
perrnental results have been un- zation with the capability to
expected and contradictory, and evolve can be' thwarted by a
since the ultimate answer is myopic pholosophical horizon,
considered so -important, the therefore how humanity views
project scientists are fallingover the universe is of some import.
each other in their attempts to Except for a few, imaginative
hedge, understate, and equivo- science fiction authors few
cate. Good scierice and the people' pave attempted to ex- .
mythical reasonable man stand- 'plore the fascinating implica-
ard suggests that, no categorical tions that the discoveryof life 'on
conclusion can. be drawn until. other planets would raise, such
• the' sequence of pre-program- as the effects on organized relig-
med set of experiments' are • ions.
completed and thoroughly ana- Extraterrestrial .life :' neither
Iyzed. . adds nor subtracts from the
The implications of the exist- arguments for an abstract con-
ence of life in this harsh environ- cept of God, but it would seem
ment are profound and intrigu- . to considerably complicate any
.ing. There are two basic conflict- detailed theology. The' concept
. ing philosophies. The homocen- of Rev. Moon Space Missionar- .
tricview holds that life is a uni- ies spreading the Word on
que .fortuitous accident. In Alpha Centuri is mindboggling,
its most insular manifests- 'as well as ridiculous particularly
tion, earth/ is the only life if the Alpha Centurians have a
bearing .planet. The other view- . more advanced culture than we
. point holds that anywhere eondi- • do.
tions that could support life The above h~s n?t bee,! an
prevail, .Iife \!ill exist. The exhaustiveexamman.0~ of either
existence ot Iite under the mar- the science, the-poluics..or the .
ginal conditions of Mars would philosophical potentialities. Of .
validate this second view.Out of the space program, but rather It
the trillions and trillions of stars is a diffuse attempt to inform a
.in this galaxy' and the billions little and" perhaps place ,the
and ,billions of galaxies, there viking mission in some perspec~
undoubtedly will be.planets that tive. . '.. r '
not'only breed living creattir.es, WIlham J. Walsh
::~t p:,:~::.th,at evolved in!em-,' ~t,:?:::::::::;'::::::~::~:::l:::::::::::~:::::::::~~::::::::::::::~:::::::i:::::"'!ij:::l::::::::,:~:,~':~:~"
.Given the astronomical num- i@A'·· . lii~
bers of planetsitwolved, under -~!~ 'merlCan tj
~ith~r l?hilosop~ical appr.oach. ~f:[Cancer Society ~~l
hfe mevItably eXists, the dIffer- f1~ ~~l
ence is between a unive:rseteem- %1:~:::::m:i::;~~::::::::::::::~::::::::~:::i::;;:::~::::::::::~::~:i::n:::::::di~
ing with civilizations as opposed L"'---.----- ..._. ...--o-._~ _ __.!
.6-The ADVOCATE
C~ontroversy:Rages
~.' .. . '.... ,Library
Survey·TakenHere
. by BoDDIe Borman .
111: order. to determin~ student .assessment of the Burns Law
Library" the, SBAlibrary commltte"e made ~ random telephone .,
survey in the spring semester 1976. ApproXlma!ely'SO GW law
students were polledt. they re~resen!ed students 10 both day and
night divisions in every level 10cludmg ~e. graduate level.
When interviewees were asked for their first and .second bUdget
priorities, obtaining"lIl~te materials and '!1?re !ibtary ~shelver~ were
• by far the top two choices, Other sugg-:m0ns included: carpetIng at
least the first and second floors, makmR a.lounge-type dIscussion
.:and study area, obtaining another complete set of Shepard's and
having reference assistance in the evenings and on weekends.
.Tn the second part of the survey, students responded to questions
"dealing with physical aspects' of the law library inclUding
temperature control, smoking facitilities, etc. On the whole, the
students were relatively satisfied, although over 500/0 felt that the
book reshelving policy was very inadequate and 700Jofelt that there
should be improved copierfaci1ities, especially a copier on floors
which do-not now have one. Many students commented that the
layout of the library could use much improvement, but that probably
this· Could only be satisfactorily rectified by building a new facility.
..Lfbearfan'sReport ..
Increases in budget' allot- arid probably represents a re-
ments and· gift funds, larger cord for an American law school
acquisitions. of books and other library of its staff and collection
materials, and major internal, size. Its record in this respect is
reorganizations, both of the col- all the more remarkable ·since
lections and of staff alignments, the University's salary scale for
marked the Law Library's his- librarians is not competitive with
tory. during 1975-1976. Addi- other universities in the area,
tions of books and other ma- ' and since much' better paying
terials iricreased from 5,493 dur- librarian positions may readily
ing 1974~7S to a total of 7,002 be had in the Federal agencies. Hugh Y; Bernard
for 1975-76 . .New acquistions in One can only conclude that cation, interlibrary> loan, and
. the microform field totaled there is an intangible quality, a . related functions. Also extensive
11,499 as against 12,716 for the mystique, as it Were, that makes . re-arrangement and relocation
previous year. All told, the li- library work at G.W.U. more' of'- collections was carried out:
brary's aggregate resources in all. attractive to professionals than. the growing periodical bound
categories grew from 270,118 to library -work elsewhere. What, holdings enjoy much more grow-
. 288,623.during the fiscal, year; everit is, we are glad to have it. thspace on the second basement
Total funds appropriated by the On the unfavorable side, the deck; treatises and other classifi-
University fot Law Library sup- part-time-professional supervi- ,ed books are now abletoexpand
port grew from 5269,.972.00 to sion of reading rooms and refer" adequately on deck I: in the ,·donkey to all major componerttS· hods of implementing an on-line
5292,993.00. All-funds available ence service to students during basement. State reports and ses- of the collections. ' capability for the Law Library
for' Law Library expenditure evenings and weekends during sion laws' and various special Under' Associate -Librarian . first time it 'enjoyed on-line
'from all sources grew from 1975-76 was almost non-exist- materials are on the third base- Lee, the card catalog ~nderwent.. computer access to the huge
$299,711.62 to $324,905.27. (For ent.since the University's hourly ment deck. 'Also, a partitioned a .division during the spring of bibliographic data base of the
information and by way of show- pay scale for part-time help was "cage" was erected on the latter . 1976, from a complex t1ictionary Ohio College Ubrary Center
ing the University's commitment too low to attract competent law level for theses, dissertations, catalog to a three part form (OCLC) through the good offices
to improved law library support, degree holders to work the long material undergoing sorting, (author, title, and subject caul- of the University Library, which
the 1976~1977 appropiation, and tedious hours the library is' items for exchange, and the like. ' logs in the existing cabinets), through the Washington Con-
from University funds totals open. This constituted atechni- One of the copying machines This' simplifies both reader use sortium of Universities enjoys
$348,624.(0), As is traditional at 'cal violation of accrediting rules was relocated on the second and filing. time and' efforts by OCLC membership. The partido
George Washington and vother of the A.A.L.S.,. which require deck for reader convenience. staff. Also under Mrs. Lee, the . pation ofthe Law Library wasin
. law schools in the United States, that there be professional service Many other changes were made, .. Law Library passed anothersig- \ "guest, mode" since the latter
the·Law Library receives about available to stu.dents duringaJl which are fully set forth in the nificant technological milestone
1·""", f th J - h I' library .had no budget fundingvYO 0 e : aw sc 00 s gross hours when there is substantial library's revised guide publica- during the year,. when for theincom h . - fth I ( . " for its own O.CLC membership.eeac year. use 0 e ibrary i.e., for GWU, tion,issuedinAugust1976.This . proving production and 'speed-
In terms of fi ' I . rt . . 1 11 ' - The method of retrieval provedsea suppo 10 a most a hours the library. is guide, prepared by Associate ing of cataloging and classifica-
t G W hi ' . its worth while it was available torecen years, eorge as 109- open). For 1976-77" the picture Librarian Bidwell, inCIudesa tion, At year's end,' the Law
ton has lagged behind other.law is more encouraging for added comprehensive index and loca- Librarian was exploring met- th~ library, significantly im-
. schools, both in this area and 'in professional part-time help, and (.. LIBRARY, Po 8)
the nation as a whole; .in the the problem should end entirely
number of dollars a~propriated before August 1971. ,
,for books and read 109 matter , The Law Library also is more
per enrolled student. This sum , liberal than either the rest of the
stood at ab~ut S69.~ per s~. Law Center or the Uniyersity
dent (~ull-tlme. equlv~lent) 10. Library in its employment of
1975-76, but WIth a!l.1D~d .minority personnel, both full-
book budget and anticipated gtft • time and part-time.·· The· full-
and transferred funds for 1976- time staff for 1975-76 was' 25%
7?, the bOok-dollar-per-student minority (including one profes-
, figure !or the new year should sional, a department head), and
approximate 5100.00 per s~- the"part-time staff includes reg-
dent .ttom .all source~ .. ThIS ularly 3significan~ percentage of
figure IS. about the. mlDlmum 'minority and resident alien as-
necessary to mee~ basiC needs for siStants.. In addition, .two staff
adequ~te law hbrary ,gro~. members on the full-time staff
~e plc~re for the fu!Ure IS are of Pakistani origin, both
brl~ht, .With the ~~d~ IOcome. holding graduate law degrees
proj~cted. from tultionlOcre~es. from this University. .. ,,'
startmg m .1977-78, and With . During the year the' depart-
enhanced faculty awareness of mental organization of the Law
~e need for augmen~e<;l law •Ubrary was freshly aligned to
hbrary SUPP9~, plus anticipated probide _ three departments:·
.' rec~mmendatlons from the e~a!- Management. and Planning,
.uatlon team scheduled to VISit Technical Services and Reader
the Law Center from .the Associ- Services. The heads of 'the de-
ation of A~erican Law S<:h~ls partments were given the title
and Amencan Ba~. ASSOCiation Associate Law Librarian. Pend-
during the sp~g of 1977. ing availability of funds to em-
The staff picture. for the Law ploy an· Associate Librarian. for
Library is both favor~b.le ~nd Reader· Services, the . present
unfavorable. On the posItive Side. Associate Librarian for Man-
s~a.nds the li~ra~'s ~nviab~e a-, agement and Plarining acts also
blhty to retalO. Its profes~lOnal in the capacity of Reader Ser-
and sub-profeSSIonal staff:lt has vices head. The former Process-
not ~ad a singl~ turn-over of ing and Reference Department
full-time profeSSIonal or sub- is now the Technical Services
professional personnel since July Department which now includes
1,1970. This is truly phenomenal acquistions, cataloging, classifi~
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The ADVOCATE-7..
...Still Ain't Satisfied
The last issue of the Advocate
disclosed that the G.W.· Law
Library' has suffered from two
serious problems. The first has
been a critical underfunding
that has made it one of the worst
supported law school libraries in
the country in terms of book'
dollars per student spent"; the
second has been a shortage of
staff that has- made the library
one of the lowest ranked in the
nation in terms of offering pro-
fessional service to students.
The Law Librarian's report
for this past fiscal year readily'
confirms these two facts,·, but
goes on to indicate that the
resolution of these weaknesses
may he close at hand.
This year's budget (FY 1976-
77) has been increased. so that
the book-dollar amount will be
close to $100 per student, up
from the 1975.-76 figure 'of $69.
This sum, however, is still a
third less than the $144 average
of those law schools with a
statistical make-up similar' to
G.W.'s, 'and, as law librarian.
Hugh Y.Bernard states, is about
the "minimum necessary to
meet basic needs," .
A discussion with Dean Kra-
mer about this lack of funding
revealed that the shortage !.has
been.the result of the compara-
tively low tuition charged by
G.W. The Dean asserted that
the law school. receives from the
university its fair portion of total..'. .
student tuition income, which he standards recommended, by the the library staff. The salary scale ~ver, by the overriding question
indicated to be between 75-80%. A.A.L.S. for law school accredi- is "not competitive with either of how the situation was allowed
Of this amount/lOO/O has been tation; That this situation has other universities in the area or to reach this crisis point. If,
earmarked for, support of the been allowed to continue is all the with the federal' government", .indeed, it was simply a matter of
library. . . ' more' surprising in light of the, according to him. Certainly this ' tuition, then tuition should have
The Dean further emphasized fact that a team from the A.B.A.· is a' disgraceful situation which been, raised (as is now being
that as tuition has heen increas- and A.A.L.S. is scheduled to' should be remedied. done) to meet those basic needs.
ed, so has the library budget. visit C.W. this spring for pur- 'On balance, weare encourag- It is a questionable policy ~hen,
However, ',due to .varying a- poses of reaccreditation; , ed by the optimism' in ~r. to make itself more attractive to
mounts of gift and .other unbud- Adiscussiorr with the Execu- Bernard's report. Better funding prospective students, a law.
geted incom~,total library ex- tive' Director of theA.A.L.S .. and increased.staff do seem to school of G.W.'s· reputation
penditnres have fluctuated wide- . revealed that there has been no be' in the future. The ','low offers a slightly lower tuition at a
Iy in the past few years, and arbitrary number of hours of point", as Mr. Bernard calls it, sacrifice of that quality upon
have, in fact, been decreasing. professional reference '·s~affing. has been passed., Indeed, the which the school's reputation is
Total expenditures in FY 1975-required. However, the, regula: library staff has. done .a compe- based. Tuition is only one factor
76 were still 20% less than in tions dealing with -this matter tent job with ,what httle t~ey in considering a law school, and
1973.74." . , . indicate that G.W. is in violation have been given. The collection when the .trade , off for a low
This fiscal year, as.Law Libra·' of their spirit. if not their letter. is well selected. and rather com- tuition is a cut-rate quality
rian Bernardreports, some relief ' Indeed, in the \matter of refer-' plete;considering the lack of education. it is time' to re-
is promised as the total expend i- ence staffing. this past fiscal funding that has been available. examine that policy.
ture for library materials is year saw G.W. ratedthe lowest .-W e_a_re_s-=ti=lI=b::::o:::th::::e=-r-:::ed=,=h-;;O::: w:::::-~=;;---:=====:;;;;;;;;;=--:-__ -,
expected to increase to approxi- in the nation of any school with a
mately $155,000. This is. the night division: Part-time re-
"minimum" necessary for ade- ferenee people are being added
quate growth. and a' figure to the staff,' and. as Mr.
which is still lower than law Bernard states, the problem
schools of comparable size to should gradually lessen as
G.W. As Mr. Bernard's report ' money becomes ,available for
indicates, the future may be adequate starting .. The report
brighterwit!t the prospect of' .issued by the A.A.L.S.after its
more income from the 'tuition spring inspection should clearly
increases planned. for, the -.next indicate just how deficient the'
few years. ' .' - , . law library is with respect to its
The second major problem' staff and should make recom-
. facing the G.W. Law Library is mendations the law school must
one of staffing., As the Law. meet in order to safeguard' its
Librarian .points out, the profes- ,. 'A:A.L.S. accreditation
'sional reference service to law' One. point which Mr. Ber-
students evenings and. weekends ,~nard's report 'mentions and
has been "almost non-existent", .which has not been' previously
and is. in fad. in.violation of the- commented on islow pay offered
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,ARESOMETHINGSPECIALI
Then starting at 10 p.m. isThe evening opens with
The San Francisco BappyBour·, ' , ~'IF==~~
from 7....:..1o p.m.
7-' 8 p.rn, - 35cdraught
8-9 p.m. - aOe draught
'9-10 p.m. -·,15c draught
Highlighting the evening is the music of
. ',' ,
The Nald's
ROCK & ROLL REVIEW
8· til closing
LAdiES: /
NiGhT
6Sp draught'for the-
Ladies all night.
see you then!
Letters to the Editor
'itystudents whom wew~]d' letter from
The recent articles by James Hambleton on the poor wish to admit could not afford to on editor
condition of the' library have probably not surprised, any ofthe Gosch Decision attend Gw., or if they attended Welcome to lawschool,
students in this school. It does not take much library research would be forced' to take on such There 'have been rows and'
to discover that somethingyou desperately need for your Dear Editor: heavy job commitments as to, rows of monkeys who have stalk-
research isn't there. (and, if there is some law student this 'As your September 14 issue court, academic ',' disaster. ed these halls called Stockton.
hasn't' happened to, try finding the personal property tax rate reported, District Judge Oliver Accordingly, we created 35 new No barrels. Just pervasive medi-
in Pennsylvania, or the volume of the Hofstra Law Review two Gasch has ruled that George- tuition scholarships for minority ocrity. It's in the air, funneled
classes were recently searching for.) town Law School's financial aid students in each class-scholar- and filtered through air condi-
The lack of planning and haphazard manner in which the program, which' reserves 600/0of ships over and .above those, tioners, pumped into classrooms
lib h b fu ded . . f h f th its scholarship funds for minor- theretoforeavailable- Like other of appr ehensive eyes, uncertain,I rary as een n IS sympatomatic 0 myc, 0 e way ( d hi id th :r dhi S h . . .. d ity students 11% of its stu ent , scholars lp ai" ' ese a e awar - ,yet secure in the sharing. .
t IS Law c 001 IS run. Instead of showing Initiative an bod)' I ti 601 f th ed . tl th b . of need, y , VIOates sec Ion 0 e stric y on, e . aS1S , ' Faces from distant. places,imagination-in building the school up to higher standards of C"] R' ht A t f 1964 I th b th t "t ken away"IVI 19 S co. n e ut ey are noa " 'though mostly from the east.
any sort, the Deans seem content in passively handling crises" wake of this decision, it is 'from" non-minority". students;
'h hi' 'I . Manyentirely sure and reekingw en t eyoccur, wa king around the schoo tearing down important to understand the theywere never available before, class.
posters, a~dgenerally biding time until retirement. minority financial aid program and if the minority admissions Advice to newcomers should
As a 'result the school has reached a point where; no matter at GW and the very, different program were terminated, so best be.brief
what one' feels about what a law school should be, this law . legal footing on which it stands.' would' be the scholarships. Don't believe the spoonfed
school isn't it. Instead of introducing programs which are In 1969 our Jaw schooljoined Thus our financial aid pro-' crap. There may not be any
Pleasing' to some and distasteful to oth ers, the law school what has since.become a nation-· gram differs from Georgetown's ther : . t b t th twide effort to redress ahistoryof in two 'legally' significant res- ·0 ergame In own, ut. aadministration has avoided innovation entirely, so that the ' doesn't mean we can't" try and
school is now universally unsatisfying. . ", racially discriminatory admis- pects. Georgetown's financial change the rules. And if we be
I rti I th h I ff fr ~ Ity d d '. ht It sions practices and to increase aid program began some years brave, even throw out' afew.n pa ICUar;. re sc 00 su ers rom racu ea weignt. the number of minority lawyers. after its affirmative admissions
is difficult to attack the inadequacy' of the faculty in the sa"!e Our.decision to do this reflected program, while ours was insti- " ,Sebastian Grilber
way we can attack the 'inadequacy of the library, because this many factors-among them' a tuted at the outset as an integral Focu It.Y0 penin9S
would involve getting into issues of personality. However, most _. recognition that a school which part of affirmative admissions. , Three faculty positions are 0-
students who have been around here for awhile can come up had itself excluded blacks in the And our program, does .not 'pen for the 1977 school year and
"with a list of the 10 worst professors, in the school, If they past had an obligation to over- allocate a limited scholarship students and student groups are
can't; ,we can supply one. come its 'own history; a belief pool disproportionately,' but· ' being urged to submit names to
that racial diversity in a student rather makes available to minor- beconsidered for the vacancies,
body was as desirable as geogra- ity students financial aid which, according, to Prof. Arthur' Mill-'
phic diversity, for which we. had if it weren't available to them, C er, -chairman of the Faculty
always strived; and a conviction wouldn't be available at all. It, 'Appointments Committee.
that our then admissions prac- _ seems most unlikely that our Professors Richard Allen,
tices were far fromperfec! 'program is affected by Judge Louis'Ha'rris and Roger Kuhn-
means for selecting the, best Gasch's ruling..' have all resigned their positions
future lawyers, especially from' Sincerely yours, effective. at the end' of', this
.among educationally disadvan-" . Roger S. Kuhn academic year, Miller' said.
taged applicants. : Professor of.Law While the quality of the appli-
, There Is little doubt but that L b R -
,admissions programs such as' .i rary eport cants' ~eaching' an~ pastexper~-
, ence Will be the pnmary cnten-
. ours are valid. Judge Gasch's Y 6 h L C
opinion in the Georgetown case, 'from LIBRAR ,p.' urn, t e aw enter will follow a
,expressly recognizes that, be> through a law library network policy of affirmative action and
cause of the numerous factors (under construction) or (in con- equal opportunity, employment
sultation with the Dean) a grant-' in filling the vacandes, he, said.which ha,vea]ways entered into Ab
.admissions decisions,' affirm a- supported or alumni-funded .. 0utlOO applications for the
means of access to LEXIS or a' poslt1ons,.have already been re-tive admissions programs stand ' . d Th
on a very different footing than similar legal-research computer 'celve " ,ese candidates, and
Service as well as" a ,bibliogra- those suggested by"students, willfinancial aid programs, where ' . ,
Phic serVice such as 0,CLC. b.e' screen,ed .by ,'.the Appoint-decisions are based .solely on
financial need. An admissions ' The"law-library's collections, ments Sommltte~ nex~ wee~ to
program quite similar to ours at despite less~than-adequate fund- determme. who ~11Ibe mtel"'(le~-
the law school of the University ing in recent years, are amonge~, he s~ld. Prlm~1)' emphaSIS
9f Washington (a state'institu- 'the best-selected, best-organiz- wtlL~e gl~en to hlrmg persons
tion) was upheld in DeFunis v. ed and most~accessible in quahtiedm trusts and estates,
Odegaard, 82 Wash. 2d 11, 507 W~shington, except the inct>m- a.lthough.candidates will be con-
P.2d 1169· (1973), vacated as parable holdings of the Library s~dered who C?u]d also te.ach
moot. 416 U.S. 312(1974); cf. of Congress Law Library. This is' elth~r corp~rahons ortaxa.h~n:
Alevy v. Downstate Medical attested to by the .constant· Miller said that-the h~r~ng
Center, 39 N.Y.2d' 326, 348 stream of visitors, from Federal ,proc~ss ~tarted by advertlsmg
N.E. 2d, 537 (1976). There the 'agencies, the practicing bar, our open lOgs 10 n.ewspapers and law~
University did not concede, as' law alumni both resident and related publicatIOns. The five~
we -must, a history of prior non-resident other ]aw.schools member Appointments Com-
discrimination. Such, a history from coast t~ coast resea.rch and mittee will review 'applications
has been repeatedly held' to legal-assistance gr~ups, journa]- a~d ~ecide. whi~h candidates it
justify affirmative hir-ing in the i'sts, activists, and libraries Will l~tervlew, 10 ne.xt ,w~k's .
employment field, and presum- 'which regu]arlyseek access to, screen1Og.. In these. 1Otervte~s,
'ably does so in the field .of our material in person, by corre- the ~ommlttee t~kes mto c~nsld-
of adml.>sions. And finally, our spondence, and through inter erat~on suggestIOns and mfor-
program does not "take places library loan. The libr~ry's loans ma~lOn from faculty members or
away" from non-minority stud- to others exceed many-fold'its students .who have talked with
ents; those admitted 'under the' borrowings from others, a good the candl~ates ..
program represent add-ons to index of its self-su'fficiency as aA~er dlsc~ss1Og eac.h of t~e .
the class size of prior years, research orga~ism. When com- apphcants, the committee wtll
so t/1at)1O non-minority, appli- ing fiscal years see more funding recommend the three ?est q~ali-
cant who might otherwise' have and professional staff provided tied and the faculty Will vote for
been admitted is turned away. to this library those who love it fina.l· approval. If the faculty
Our minority financial aid '(and there are such) will see it agrees t? the committee's recom-
program is an integral part of make the step from basic aQequ- ~endatlo?s, the accepted can-
our admissions pr!Jgram, design- acy to at least regional promin_~ldates Will be offered the posi.
ed to make the latter effective. ence as a top-ranked research tlOns:. '
The Law School faculty -and institution. This past year saw M~ller said that suggestions of
administration recognized at the the low point; all signs point ca?~ldates shou~d b.e made in
outset that without financial aid upward, 'for the forseeable fu- wrttlng and left 10 hiS mailbox,
a large proportion of the minor- ture. Room 411, Stockton Hall, before
.~.. ',;,i.", ~,', '.", .';GU'~ -".J'~, ;JH.i <t. , ,i,,,i .f,I·'.,j 'GJl}~"s..cJ"~en.ng,.process .begins ...,
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Editorial
The ADVOCATE announces its first annual Graduation
•
Speaker Contest to supplement the effort to find an exciting
commencement speaker (for a change).
Nominations.may be submitted to the ADVOCATE and each
issue will announce nominations submitted from prior weeks.
In view of the deluge of previous mediocrity, we hope all wi)) .
,I ,
participate in subtnitting imaginative nominees.·
The Editors
All persons are encouraged to voice their opinions through
Letters to the Editor. Submissions must pe typed in double space
and must be signed by the' writer.
The Advocate reserves the right to edit letters to conform to
spatial limitations . .writers will be contacted should editing
become necessary.
THE ADVOCATE
Editors
Jeff Gorsky ( , Sebastian Graber
Catherine Tinker
BilSiness Mauager Don Lebowitz
,Contributon •
Ho]]y Harris, Paul Cu]]inane, Stuart Mukame], Paul Restuccia
Steve Reimer, Ron Ostroff,Lloyd E]ston, Me]vin A. Marshall:
William A. Walsh, Andrew Lopez; Bonnie Borman, T.A; Coons,
Andrew Capayowker, James Hamb]eton, Hugh Bernard
. ;. .
,,' I .cc - - by Melvin A. Marshall .
J ~rst met David Kempler, G.W.'s new adjunct tax professor, in the first floor lobby of the
baw library whe~ I che~k the identification of incoming patrons. Unlike some of his facul
s r~~h~n~: waited patiently. while I idly chatted away about some decidedly non-law relate~
:i~e . _ en I fin~lIy got his attention, he simply stated, "My name is David Kempler. I'm
_ ~efog to start teaching here next week, and wondered if I could use the library to prepare"
if h re~~ w.,asa 34 year old, S-foot-6-inch, 130-pound bachelor who looked for all the world kS
con;'gur~ti~:st ~adua.ted fro?1 some upper New York State University. His physical
s utt d e,y ~a e me a gosslp-mong~r of the worst kind-one who is wrong. "But" I
,c~at ~~escan o~;e ~upro:~d. to be a woma.n." He loo~ed perplexed for a s"econd, open his sports -
D .d K c es, en reported With a flashing smile, "not since last week." ,
of C~:nect~=t~~6~t rv~~SChOOI of Finance. (University of Penn.), ·1963, J.D. University
Aquarius on Jan ,.... orgetown, 1967 With a specialization in taxation,' was born an
from the r u~ry 30, 1942 m Waterbury, Connecticut. To proceed with the dreary details
There h ,esu?1~: ~ ~orked for.the U~ited Stat~s Internal Revenue Service from 1967-1974.
memora~~~e~::: .I~ cOiiorate taxatIo~! helpmg t6 draft IRS rulings and technical advice
that the o~ernme:SI ers t e gov~rn~ent a good pll!ce .for a young lawyer to start, but wishes
leaving t~e IRS h ~ W~Uld::eat Its em~loyees mOfe lIke human beings than robots. After
Washin ' e as aug t tax courseS at Georgetown, Catholic, Antioch, and now Geor e
speciali::~~ ;:;;.~~~o~~. =:c~n~y, he :;.pen~d fihis'la~ practice where he hopes to be able ~o '
interesting than h" .c or su ace m ormation. he, undetlying man is much more
IS resume. ' '
,. ~he~ are.~oor three .concepts.which epitomize David Ke~pler:' oen hones . co~cern~~~~;::r~Intellee:tual ngor. He IS one of those people who have .~fs~f-deprec:rhtg sense :~
.·":...pays attentioA!\~f ~~i:~:~~~~~~an:~gant self~~nfidence: He conscientiously, protects .and
K:~;l~:~~~ his st~m:;: tax class a ~udent ~Iamoring to gain his attention shouted ~'Doctor
himself.:'D ~ra ..lch I ogu~ alstopped.A flush came overthe man. He laughed and joked to
sti
· °d or ,e muse .oud, "Doctor, I like the sound of that." A swift answer to the
"que ,?O an t!te fast pace of class began-anew. '.; , .. ,.'
, DaVld Kempler was on the admissio~s committee at Cath~lilUni~rsiiy:He doesn't thi~k .
that·a law school should select. prospective students merely On the basis of their LSAT scores
and grades. The. school should select students that will become good lawyers, who care 'about
wha~ they are dOIng.The ~urpose forla~ school,he believes, is to show students how to become "
goo I.awye~. ~art of .thiS IS accomplIshed by showing, the' students how to .develop their
analytical thInkIng. He encourages-:-~ fact he .demands-class participation. It doesn't matter'
what the student says as long as It IS reasoned. ' ,
..,., ITE~: In clasS d~ring the sum~er session a discusSion began as to whether or not certain '
restoration claused In leases were mcome to the lessor. For the first time in this writer's law '
': ~hool career reasonc:cJ .discussion raged about the cJassroom,,'Xempler aering as a gadfly.
Finally, one student wanted to know the answer. "I don't know" Was Kempler's reply. "Then --
why ask the question," the, student wanted to know. "To developyouiability to think about it"
was the reply. He stresses analytical aqility and respects academicexceJIence. But more than
that, he stresses human concern. Part of th~ admissions process'should be to biing students to
the school who will apd to the stature of the school; even though they might not, be scholars. (He
claims that were he applying to law school today, he would not be accepted.)
As a lawy~r, he believes in the ~dvocate process, but notin.a phony adversary position.
Honesty is the hallmark. ,"I cannot in good conscience w~rk with dishonest people" he says.
'Thus, foc example, he counsels that when a taxpayer has a questionable deduction that prima
facie falls within the statute, he should write a cOver letter to the IRS explaining his position. He
M
. '- ..rationalizes that if he were an IRS investigator, he would act more favorably if the taxpayer
a h £', "Cli' -1" made a full prior disclosure. The matter is debatable. The law permits silence. One feels thatrC,J. 0 r·- 1 e Kempler's real reason is summed: upJn the statement, "Basically, I believe in honesty."Together with this honesty, Kempler also believes in the law. When asked to comment on a .
by S~.eRelmel' , recent series in the Washington, Post which defined judicial activism as judges forcing·'
h A man and a woman were' killed the other day. 'You say that ',administrative agencies to-obey their own regulations, he didn't see the pointthat the Post was
I appens every day. ,T11le. But these' killings were a little special, at making, namely thatthe role of judges has been augmented. "It's the law" he stated, and "the
east to me-they had been blown up in their car a few bl()Cks from ,law should be obeyed. Ifyou don't like the law you should work-to change it, but obey is until
my apartment. . ,,". it's changed." " " .,' . ' , . . ,;,
th The man, Orlando, Letelier; was the former Chilean ambassador No matter what the area, Kempler believes, most lawyers are reasonably intelligent. There"
w: U.S. and. secretary of defens~ ~nder $alvador Allende. The are except~ons to this rule. But intelligence is not enough. Lawyers have to understand their
St d~n, Ronm Moffitt, was a co-worker at the Institute for Policy, _ :clients, and care about them. Lawyers should be able to communicate with different types of
Alu les. Bot~ were outspoken critics of the Chilean junta that killed, people and be able to understand them. Thus, Kempler believes in special programs to increase
k lende and ISnow busy torturing the country's inhabitants. Did you , .th~ number of hispanic, black and othef minority Jawyers. "Intelligence is important" he says,
ordOWthat Chile, b~fore the junta came into power, was the second' "but it is also important to understand the human side of the problem. People who 'care about
est democracy tnthe Western Hemispher~? Oh. .,'. people are People I respect." Thus~he is an advocate of preventive legal planning, and laments
la We walked do~n to Sherid~n Circleon an overcast afternoon. A that people only come to see a lawyer when their legal problems are in an advanced stage .
. rge gr~up of poltce, on foot, 10 squad cars, and on horseback, were ,David Kempler is a modern Renaissance man of catholic tastes. "I want to know about
In t~e ctrcle. Authorities had denied. permission to congregate at .' everything" he says. I like to keep current on as much as I possibly can." Had he not become a
Sh~rldan Circle. We joined the flow ofpt;ople heading toward the, lawyer, he might have studied the physical sciences, or the fine arts. He has taken ballet
maIO group in a nearby park. A few speeches were made,some: lessons-aJact he admits only reticently-and studies acting: "I like to perform, and to see
Fosters and flowers given out, and then we began a long march. We others perform" he says. He enjoys a night at the Kennedy Center as much as' he would a
tnked arms six abreast and walked to the Romanian '·embassy. B~lIets game. He plays tennis, but "I'm a !tacker" he says. Although he was unfamiliar with
Organizers of the march led various chants. . '. ' C.P. Snow's T'Yo World essay, he would say that he wants to be a bridge between the scientific
The chanting ceased at Sheridan Circle, where each 'of, the and literary cultures., . .
marchers laid down a flower at the spot where these people were . Kempler's c1assisfast paced, and informative. He Will call students on a random basis, and
murdered. We went on to.Dupont Circle, and then to St. Matthew's " deman~ class 'participation. He agrees with the system of ilnonymous grading, although he,
Cathedral. There, people who had passes were admitted to, the' would lIke to add a few points on to the final grade for classroom participation. At Catholic
church, and the rest waited outside to listen to the service'over the University, on his first final, the lady who received the highest grade took legal positions that
lOUdspeakers. _ .,' " ' I we~ contrary to his oWn. He disagreed, but her arguments were so good that he felt compelled
You ask why it was important to'walk down a street on a Sunday 'to gtv~ her goodgr~des. He says-that he gives hard finals, but grades fairly. He pays less
afternoon. Aren't the Sixties dead and gone? Do demonstrations ., attentIOn to the black letter law, than to -the reasoning behind the student's answer. Here at
serve any purpose any more? Walter Cronkit~ said that ~veini~g on' G.W., he gave a fipal that many people thought was exceptionally difficult. Upset about Some,
the news that in response to the demonstration, the Chtlean Junta of ,the answers, 'he has scheduled a special' class to' discuss the final. . ", '
warned the U.S. .that such actions threatened, the diplomatic- Take his class~ As he says, it is not the grade that matters. You will learn about taxlitior. And
relations, ,between, tb~;two- countries. Good. that, is the purpose of the course.
Vencerelllosi
from VEN~EREMOS, 'p. i
together in a romantic dream." ~ichael ' ,. ' . ';
pl~ce is am~ng~ose heroes we don't hea acknowledged R~:lOnie's
umonorgamzersm the 30's and the ci '1 . h much about-lIke the
whowere not afraid to die for what th~ bgrts ma!chers in the '60's
"If the purpose of the junta was to silen~ t~ leve~ In. He con~luded.
free peoples around' the WOrld-they ha e VOI~ of free Chile-of
they have mUltipliedJn a i:housandfold~~ not silenced that voice,
Then Hortensia Allende, wido of el Pre .d '
spoke in Spanish (translated into English) ~b~:~e ~alv~dor Allende,
which she and her husband held Leteli H t e high esteem in'
presence re~ind~d us of the beautiful ex ~~. er words and .he~
tion begun 10 Chtle during the Allende y~a en~ o~ self-determIna;
which it was crushed.' Not only do the to:: an t e ~rut~lity·with
continue in Chile, she reminded us, but th:~:s a~d Impnson~ent
alsoextends to United States soil and US eiti rron;~?f the Junta
all Americans must resist this repressi~~ an~ens. e ~nsisted. that
resistence. "Why are our leaders mowed do suppo~ the ,chIlean
(Allendewas murdered during the coup in S~e~~ry lepte~~er?'"
howmany more Septembers will it take befo~ the oer~ 97~). And
poor and the repression of the victims of fascism tpresslon,?f th
asked. Sra. Allende praised Letelier's coura d s ended? she
determination to co~tinue his work for a rr: ~~i1e~xpressed her
Then the funeral mass began. We walked h .' h ".h d f L h . . ome 10 t e raIn With
~'Ietsounld,o bUC a smgtllbg ~e Holly Near song ringing in our ears'
cou ve een me, ut instead It ,was 'you .. ." .
Notonlybas one man DO ,right to dbpoae of • great nUmber, .-
\lut the great umber baTe no more ~t to ~~f • single" '- .
man.
. Y~Tcherlho.
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S.B.A.·SocialCOrner
Plcnlc-A Succeu
The Law School Picnic held at Rock Creek
Park onSeptember 19 was Ii success. About 100
students played football, volleyball, frisbee, and
tug-of-war. The weather was beautiful, the beer'
was cold, and everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves •.One of the more interesting events
was a Cooed egg tossing contest won by Jani
Parkison -and Dave Lenette. The First Year
Student's Section 13 won the tug-of-war, and
Professor Banzhaf's volleyball team beat all
challengers. The night was topped of by' an
exciting and back-breaking Ii,mbo co!ltest.
about the first two miles; then the' hike will
continue for about another 2 miles of easy
walking back to the Carderock Area for a picnic.
There will be plenty of beer" soda, and
hamburgers awaiting everyone at the end of the
hike. The beer and soda are being provided by the
SBA, but one dollar will be charged per person for
. the purchase of the food. There will be a table on
the first floor of Stockton on Thursday, Oct. 7 and
Friday, Oct. 8 from iz'oo to 2:00 pm for people to
sign up for the hike and pay the one dollar. If you
can not make it to the table, leave your name and'
money at the SBA office. A map providing
directions to the hike will be provided:
The S~1aI Committee .
After the completion of a successful Law School Tentative Plana
Picnic: at Rock Creek Park, the SnA SOCial The Social Committee is also planning a
Committee currently has three other major social Halloween Party and an Election Night Social. the
events in the making: a Law School Hike, a "Halloween party will be held on either the
Halloween Party, and an .Election Night's' weekend -of Oct. 23 or Oct. 30. The Committee
Gathering .. The Social Committee is in need -of -still has not found a definite place; if you know of
students willing to work on these three projects anyplace available, please - contact the Social"
and any, other events students' would like to Committee. There will be beer, music, and snacks'
sponsor. All Social Committee meetings are held available. All Law Students, faculty, and guests
in the first floor lounge of, Bacon Hall and the Care invited; there will be no admission charge, but'
times of the meetings' are posted. If you are a costume is required.-Several party games.and.,,
interested in working on the Social Committee, activities will be held and prizes Will be awarded>:
please attend the meetings or contact the, Social to those wearing the best costumes.
Committee chairman, Sam Malizia, telephone
number- 820-6959. / The Social Committee.isalso in the process of
procuring a six-foot color television screen for an .
;~.. Election Night returns Party. There will be plenty
Law School Bike ' , of beer and-snacks available, and all students,
The final plans for the Law School Hike are set. ' faculty, and guests are invited. In order to make
The hike will proceed along the rugged Billygoat the returns more interesting, there will be a
Trail in GreatFalls, Md. on Sunday, October 10. betting pool based upon candidate and the
All students, facultyr and guests are welcome. number of electoral votes he receives. The party
Everyone is requested to meet in front of the Law will be held within the Law School building, and it
School at 11:00 a.m, so that those with cars can may be necessary to charge a nominal fee to help-,
transport those who --need _rides, Hikers will then pay for the _r~nt of the giant television. screen.'
proceed to the Carderoek Recreation Area. The. - :) - -
hike will begiti after everyone has assembled .at
the beginning of the trail at noon. The hike over ArtIcles submitted bySain MalIZIa, questions or
the Billygoat Trail willbe over rough terrain for ._problems, call me.
- , '
S.B.A.'Report~RecQr.d
Turnout In.·Electio~ -.
;1 _
Ori Tuesday.September 28, SBA.elections were - For the first time in recent memory, there -;as .a
hel? for four first-yearrespresentatives (3.day an.d three-way tie for one of the first-year.representa-
ID1~ht) and one second-year resp~esentattve. This tive slots: Anne Spencer, Jim Toomey and
year s turnout was much larger than last year's, . Hannah Widlus all received 13 votes. Reportedly,
and t~ere 'Yere a ,number, of extremely close all 3 will, grant Section 13 time or space for a
contests; The following people have been elected run-off.
as SBA representatives: - , '
Sec. 11: John Beardsworth (39 votes out of 70 cast) Thenewlyelected representatives will be sworn '
Sec. 12: John Mavricos (17 votes out of 44 cast) in on Wednesday, October 6, at the regularly
Sec. 20:: Neil Stoloff ,(9 votes-out of'Hlcast) , scheduled SBA meeting in Bacon Lounge .at 7:45
2nd year: Rosemary Ross (47 votes out of 137 cast). pm.
La Scala Debtits InD .C.
La Scala came last month to the Kennedy'
Center, bringing their'fine company to Washing-
ton for a bicentennial visit to 'the states~and
incidentally raising New York's andNew York
critic's ire- for bypassing that city. -
Their lavish sets and fine singi!1g made. the two
Verdi operas, Macbeth and Simon BOcenegra,
Verdi's Requiem and Rossini's La .Cerentola
aesthetic and entertainment joys. -
La Scala's company may be in financial
difficulty but t~ere is nothing impoverished about
their art.
r,D~iJNKORIVER;-DEP1:Y- - - - ~~
BOX 2345 , ' Il ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852 I
I I don't want to remain silent. :
ITell me what else I can do. I
: ~1.\'namcis~ __. ._, ~__ ~:
I Ajldn'ss '- : 'I
! City Stall" ""1.ip_ I~7---------------~
FRIENDS DON'T LETFRIENDS
DRIVE DRUNK. (I~,
. .\ ,
l!S. .....~_..,.llFTIW"»'I. .. T"lk.s:Mi~ .....""'""'·AYlllltt~· ......~.rl ..I 1Sl1lAllUN
,-
Gay Students
--Form.•G.W·."Group
, A number of gay law students are currently setting ~p a~ informal"
gay support group for the Washington area. The cltJ.wlde group,
wish welcomes both ..gay women and gay men, isvthe first
organization of its kind in Washington and one of the first gay law
student groups on the East Coast. ,
, Its initial members have not yet. fully determined the group's
.structure and purpose, but they intend to provide services for all
members of the gay law student community. INterest in the group
appears to be strong. , -, .'
A basic goal of the group is to h~lp gay womena dn me~ d~IWlth
the problems and experiences which result from.oeprattnggn the
essentially "straight". legal profession. .The group also hopes to
arrange speakers and programs of interest to ~ot~ 1:iayand. straight
law-students. The current members are considering offenng legal
services to members of the gay community, and lastly, want the -
group simply to provide a social context for meeting other gay law
students. ' "" , '
.. --the group will be apolitical forthe most part and members will
retain anonymity so as to make the group a viable alternative to all
, gay law students. Any gay women and gay men interested in learning
more about the support group should call Barb at 270-2545, or Len
at 462-9086.
Law students vote d~g SBA eleCtion (photo by' Andrew
Lapayowker)
" '
.au;~Pa~ck
Book,Sale.' ,
.'>--50' %0'" ,ff eover
.", " " "price
,"Outstanding current and back list titles
America's leading publishers. .
\
I .
,This is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss.
Lower Level Bookstore'
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G.W.Suedin -ParrelDiscusses Rape Trial Tactics
RapeIncident . "The trial 6f'a rape case' is differentfrom the trial of any other
kind of " " ' • . " .f u a ~as~" according to Jason Kogan, ASSIstant U.S. Attorney
or the DI~trtct of Columbia. William Taylor III, formerly of the
D.~. PubhcDefenders Service; and Mary Anne Largen, former
nattonal coordinator of the National Organization for Women's
~a~~ Force on-Rape, joined Kogan for a panel discussion in Stockton
a , Septembe~ ~6, focusing on 'the Toles of prosecutor: defense
attorney, and v,cttm during a rape trial. , .
. The pr~m.aryco~cern for those involved in prosecuting a rape case
IS the victim, said Kogan. From the initial contact between'
p~osecutor and v~ctim, where the complainant may be reluctant to
disclose ~he details of the experience, to the careful and detailed
preparanon for the actual courtroom' appearance, good 'rapport
between prosecutor and victim is crucial to successful completion of
the case:' ", '
froin RAPE, p. 1
Another allegation contained
in the suit charged G.W. with
not adequately warning the
plaintiff of th~ d~ng~r ~f ass~uIt
and rape W1thmlts parking
garage and that the assault and
rape upon the plaintiff were'
foreseeable. ,'
The University's attorney was
queried on this and other
allegations. He felt, that he did
not have enough iiiformation
available at present and would K~g~n noted that' successful completion' ~fteri' does not mean a
have to wait for a deposition to c~nvlctlon for rape, since the majority of rape cases do not go to
betaken. However, in his answer trial. Most accused rapists plead guilty, but frequently the plea is .
to the plaintiffs charges, he did entered to a-Jesser charge. '
denyor claim insufficient kno~-' C ,-,.' ".
hi h b on,cern 10~ t.he viet im is often the reason for this, Koganledge upon w ic to ase an I d hexp ~m~ ',stressmg t e ordeal of the trial for a victim. 'Referring to
an~~~ asked if the rape had the vlc~lm s courtroom experience, Kogan said, "It's true-a lot of
bad things do happen...' , - ',,' _ .' ,
beenforeseeable he replied, "No F h '
more than it's foreseeable that r?m t e prosecutor's point ~(view, the 'most problematic type of
case IS one where the defense IS consent and the victim and actor.anyone would try to assassinate k . h th La .
President Ford or that you and I • neweac 0 ere st sprmg Kogan was involved in just such a case,
U.S. V. Mcl.ean, The case resulted in a landmark ruling, barring
mightbe mu~~ ,,:alk~bO~the, admissibility of a victim's past sexuai activity with people other than
s~re~,tsof the Istrict 0 0 um- the defendant. The case' is currently on appeal.
bia. , .'. Largen's presentation focused sharply on the mental trauma in
The att?mey for the .pl~lOtltT , store for a rape complainant whose case goes to trial. Largen cited a
fel~that It ~ould be mappro- recent IS-month study in Denver, which found that 43.2 percent of
pnate for him to make a~y rape victims- refused to prosecute at, some point prior to trial. '
comment other than to predict . ,
that his client would be success- An~ther problem is caused by delays at all stages of the trial.
ful. Delays are often exploited by defense attorneys to discourage victims
Trial has been set for the from pursuing their complaints, Largen said.
month of January 1977 -in Largen S1!ggeSted two, major ways to reduce the strain on
District Court. 'comolainants. Legislative reform of the rape laws offers: the most
, ,
G·W·U·S·A·
(GeorgeWashin~ton ~/niversity Student As~c:>~iotion)
FALL 1'976" ELECTIONS!
'.
, "
Nati~nal Low Center Student~are e~igible
to run for the following .electlve offIces: I •
Presicient •• ~,xecutiYeV.~Pres.
Se~ator at-large (4 positions)'
-- .
S~nator from National Law Center
.' ',J .' (4'positionsl,
All candiddfesmust have completed at !eaSf-tv:telve
·t' h urs at,G W'U P'rior to their electIon.semes er 0 ,...
Fo~ms available at MaIYin Cen~er Info Desk '
Student Activities Office lYIarvlO Ce'1ter Rm. 427 ,
Grad. School of Arts & SCiences Office.Petitioning
October 4-8
Campaig~ingOctober 12.~1
Elections ' '
October 19,20,21
Voting table in Stockton Hall on Oct. 20 -
other locations to be an~oun~.
direct route. Most reform measures.juch as the one drafted by the
Rape Law Reform Project of the GW Women's Legal Clinic, tighten
restrictions on the admissibility of a victim's past sexual history,
" eliminate the requirement for corroborative evidence, and increase
the likelihood of conviction by providing for varying degrees of
'sexual assault.
The second way to ease the victim's participation in a prosecution
is to alleviate the .stress of the courtroom experience itself. Largen
praised the recommendations made to Michigan prosecutors in the
past year, during seminars to prepare them for oeprating under the
state's new progressive sexual assault sfatute. '
The suggestions included haying the victim observe part of
another felony trial; encouraging the victim to read the preliminary
hearing transcript and to 'ask questions about what transpired;
explaining any plea bargaining to the victim; and using extra care
and' time in preparation for the vietini.s testimony. ,
Taylor outlined the steps for preparation of the defense in a rape
case. The ultimate goal of acquittal was of paramount importance:
"The defense .attorney's job is to get his client- off," declared Taylor.
The former public defender.noted that during the client interview,
the attorney may be misled by receiving information the client thinks
the attorney wants to hear. Sometimes a clientprefers a defense not
supported by the facts, for example, preferring to claim mistaken
identity rather than consent, and edits the "facts" accordingly.
, In Taylor's opinion, the interview with a female victim should be
conducted by a woman. This interview may offer the defense
opportunities for, impeaching the victim at trial..
Taylor also discussed discovery and collection of physical
evidence. All medical records and lab reports are discoverable.
Problems unique to rape cases arise, however, because few
investigators, doctors, or technicians are trained in the preservation
of trauma evidence.
In debate among the panel members, Kogan and Taylor clashed
head to head over the relevance of a victim's past sexual activity with ~
those other tin the defendant. Kogan supported the ruling ,in the
, McLean case. Taylor, on the other hand, favored 'admissibility of
such past se al history evidence, including it in the category of
factors that ,would be h~lpful to a jury.
•
SUPPRESSION OF EV'DENCE
AdmisSions, independent faets, statement of, Elf'"
-1287
Conspiracy; duration, Consp 1 35(2)
Federal courts, '
, Appealabillty of orders, Fed Ctl I 290(17)
Deposition, Fed Clv Proc I 632 '
Written illtl;rrogatorles, Fed elv Proc I 672 '
Pretrial writ to review' denied, further review. on
appeal, Judgm § 754 '
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OTHER MODERN AND UP TO DATE SERVICES: •
COLD TYPE COMPOSITION OffSET PRINTING ,XEROXING
NEWSL~ERS. 'BROCHURES. fORMS
12- The ADVOCATE
Jimmy Brcslin'sWorld , ,ifYOli'regoing to do some camping or backpacking, or just spenda weekend off .campus, food will be' a major consideration in
planning. , _" ,
©1976 by Ron O.tioff do it myself, butI am sick with individual t Soldiers and Viet:- ' Foods such as raisins, nuts, crackers,canned soups and stews,
Jimmy Breslin works with the measles.", namese natives. Most other 'sardines, packages of low-fat dry milk, apples and oranges are a
types. Not simple stereotypes, In "The Sign in Jimmy reporters wrote about casualty good bet. These foods are portable and pack well, light-weight, easy
but characters like Fat Thomas, Breslin's Front Yard;' the target .: figures and battle results, but. to carry, and non-perishable ... and they don't require a lot of fancy
the 415 pound bookie; Jerry the is everyone on his block. For Breslin went deeper. .cooking. . . . '
booster, . the world's greatest 527.50 Breslin had a sign made Another book that sounds like . For a great snack, a combination of several of these foods. makes
department· store thief; and three feet high .and five feet . it could have been a chapter in GORP. Origimdly'GORP meant "good 01' raisins and peanuts," but
Marvin the Torch, the 'local wide. It began withtwo lines of ' Th~World o~ JlmmyBresUn is the basic GORP has endless-variations. .
arsonist who makes deals to .bright red capital letters which How, The Good Guys FIDaIIy. Here are several GORP combinations you might try:
"build an empty lot." said: ·"SORRY TO, MAKE Won..,;...NotesFromAnImpeach. Hiking GORP: Icup raisins, 1 cup peanuts, % cup candy-coated
These persons are 8Iaphic, YOU LOOK AT THIS .BE- 'ment Summer (by Jimmy Bres-- chocolates. -. -
sometimes witty, and always' CAUSE I KNOW HOW TIRED' lin, 181 pages, Ballantine, Biker's GoRP:.1 cup raisins, 1 cup natural cereal, lh cup
, emotional. But then so is Jimmy YOU PEOPLE GET MOVlNG 51.75). sunflower nuts. _ '
Breslin. And sometimes he YOUR LIPS WHEN YOU Don't make the mistake that .
writes about thetype he knows READ," Underneath; a line of, How The G~ Gu- ll'I...n.. Olympic GORP::t cup rai~lns,%cup chopped walnuts; % cup
>J-"'~ shredded coconut. '." . ,." .'
best-himself. ' blue letters announced: Won is just another Watergate, Just combine the ingredients and throw the~in a plastic bag or
Two of Breslin's best columns "PEOPLE I'M NOT TALKING book. No way. It'ssome of Bres- .
about himself from The World TO THIS YEAR." .Below were lin's best journalism. container. ',' "
of Jimmy, BresUn (by Jimmy the names of everyone on his . Writing one large piece div-:
Breslin, annotated by James G. block in addition to the bread ided into smaller episodes, in:
Bellows 'and Richard C. Wald, man, the milk man, and the guy stead of separate columns, Bres-
312 pages, Avon, 51.75) are from the dry cleaners. ,lin looks at some of the good
"Measles" and "The Sign, in The kicker was the little guys, mostly in and around
Jimmy Breslin's Front Yard," orange italics on the bottom of Congress, who were out to
At the age. of 34, Breslin the sign which read: "I also am impeach Richard Nixon. .
caught a kid's disease-measles.' announcing. a special service for Again, Breslin. concentrates
He .wasmiserable and did his .people who ring my bell to tell on personalities. He chronicles
bestto make everyone else feel me what my children did.. This parts of the careers of Demo-
the same way. He explains what service includes a, man who cratic Majority Leader Thomas
kind of reaction you'd probably answers the doorbell. Why don't P."Tip"O'Neill, House JudiciL
get if you had to call everybody you come and ring my bell and ary Committee Chairman Peter
you had to see and tell them the see what happens to you?" . Rodino and others.
real reason you had to cancel. Breslin's columns tread easily In ,The World of· Jimmy
While sick, Breslin threatened . because he tunes his journalistic Breslin, the annotators write.
to bite the nose' off the face of' microscope on only a small piece that "Breslin is just, trying to
- the bread man who demanded of the action, and .paints a clear . capture the essence of his' own
his money; and wrote- a short ,word picture of just that. ,life and turn it into words. He
note to his daughter's teacher . Basically Breslin is just a good also happens to' be lucky that
after a classmate stole her reporter with a great eye for people will pay. to watch."
Beatles button, said it .was his, detail.. .Unfortunately, except for
and the teacher believed him. His columns from the civil short syndicated stints" when
The last line of the.note said rights march from Selma to The NewSork Herald Tribune
"I demand that-mtchie give Montgomery, Alabama, capture and succesor World Journal
back that BeatJes button. If he the mood of the marchers,the Tribune folded, ~reslin stopped
doesn't, I'm, going ,to have hecklers and bystanders. writing regular columns. Now we
somebody come around tonight. Breslin's' Vietnam columns can only catch him in books like
and set his father's car afire. I'd relate the incidents in the IivC?sof "these. .
responsible, the University does-
n't normally question the source
. money was "funneled" into the of a project's funding.
project through G;W.' , 'There is also a student-faculty
According to Calvin Haitnum, committee that overseesspon-
Administrator of the Univer· - sored research projects. How-
sity's Office of' Sponsored Re- ever, according' to Professor
search, the University made no Reitze, a member of that
effort to solicit the money, ,but committee, tt.is normally not
was offered 1-hemoney by the oil possible for the members of the
' marketing groups through un- . Committee to catch this problem
conditional grants. He added· of dual funding due to the way
that beyond making sure that a this information is presented to
Io",;;._. ...;.. ~ • group is solvent and somewhat the Committee.
S.B.A'.Seeks
·Grad. Speaker
,Tired of the same, stale"
warmed. over' grad.uation
~peeches enthusing you to go out·
. and save ·the world while main-
.taining a steady income?
. If you're. tired enough to want
to do something about this
year's.speaker, there will be a
meeting at 8 pm today'in the
Bacon Lounge for graduating
third or fourth year students
interestea in being active in· the
speaker selection process.
This meeting will mark the
first organized attempt by the
SBA to select this year's speaker.
A committee will be formed of
-those interested people and it
will contact potential speakers
and make the final speaker
decision. .
Those ..persons interested- in ..
~electing the speaker but who .
can't make the meeting should'
leave a note _in the SBA, office
mailbox on the first floor of
Bacon Hall.
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Women's Rights News
" # • ~ • " ,.
On Thursday, September 30, theWorien's Rights Organization
'held the first in aseries of bi-weekly programs. The opening event
featured representatives from; many groups, including the Rape
Crisis Center and the Women's Legal Defense Fund ..
The Rape Crisis Center began in 1972. Last year they received
funding from the ~Washington city council, but this' year Mayor
Washington has threatened to cut-off this necessary funding.
The long range goal. of the Crisis Center is the elimination of rape
from our society. Extensive community education programs include
work at schools and in offices, lobbying, police and emergency room
:training, and lessons 'in self-defense. , .,
On a short term basis, .the Crisis works With, rape victims to
.counsel and assist them to gain, and maintain control over
themselves and their situation. The women decide for themselves
whether to report, their rapes to the police, whether to go to a "
.hospital, and whether to pursue the case in court. Every step of the
:way they find.encouragement and support from the Crisis .Center
members. '.. _, . , .;
The Crisis Center seeks volunteers-but requires a six month
. commitment in order to educate and preparethe volunteer in all
areas in which .theCenter is involved. The Center is affiliated with
the Rape Law Reform Project here at the National Law Center .
. The Women~sLegal Defense Fund.-begunin 1971 by five NLC
students, has now expanded to a membership of over 300 attorneys
and paralegal volunteer workers. They are, w()men committed to
o •changing the legal ,aspects of women's lives and to educating women
to their. rights. ' .
This is done by providing services rather than by attempting to
win test cases. Defense Fund worlters counsel their clients in the area
of domestic relations, employm~t, credit, and name change and
rete~tion. In the, future' counseling will inClude OSHA regulations
and child care. '.. ' . /
In addition to counseling individual women, the Defense Fund is
active !n the annual Wo~en an~ ~he Law conferences, in public
education programs, and· m testifying before relevant committees
and on relevant- bills.. 0, '. ' •..
,(iWOil~unding
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Under Scrutiny
